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BRHJF OF APPELLANT

STATEl\H..;NT OF 'fHE KIND OF CASE
This is a will contest in which thP appellant is thP
(•ontPstant. The respondent 'rracy-Collins Bank and
Trust Company is the named executor in the will, the
respondent Oenealogical Society of the Church of Jesus
Christ of LattPr-Day Saints is the chief beneficiary and
both appt>ar as thP proponPnts of thP will. 'I'he dPfPndant,
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Melvin (Melville) George Holten, was married to l\Iargaret Schramm Holten, the decedent, and is presumed
by all of the parties to have predeceased the testatrix.
DISPOSITION IN LO\VER COURT
1 he action was tried to a jury. At the close of the
evidence on the part of the contestant the proponents of
the will likewise rested and moved for a directed verdict
of no cause for action in their favor, which motion was
granted and the jury so instructed (R. 13, 238, 241).
1

RELIEF SOUGH11 ON APPEAL
The judgment appealed from should be reversed and
the lower court should be directed to set aside the will
in question.
STATEMENT OF FACTS
The estate is valued in excess of $160,000.00 (R. 1).
The appellant, Paul Schramm, seventy-eight years of age
(R. 73) is the brother and sole surviving heir at law of
the testatrix (R. 2). 'rhe testatrix died at Salt Lake City,
Utah, on the 14th day of October, 1962, following surgery
for the removal of a massive but non-malignant brain
tumor (Ex. C-3). She was born on August 24, 1889 ( .B~x.
C-3).
The olographic will of the decedent (Ex. C-7) is
dated the 13th day of October, 1959, and was admitted
to probate on the 14th day of November, 1962. 11 his action was filed on May 1, 1963. There is no evidence in
the record as to where or the circumstances under which
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the ologrnpltic will was written, but it was obviously
copiPd frorn a formal typewritten will dated the 18th
day of Fl'lwuary, 1959 (Ex. C-6), in·epared by Vernon
~nyder, the attorney for the Genealogical Society and the
i\lormon Church (R 129). The onl)· substantial change
was that of naming Traey-{;ollins Bank and Trust Company as ex<c~cutor in the lattt>r doeument in lieu of Carl
W. BuehnPr named as executor in the former document.
The Church of J e:,;u::; Chri:o;t of Latter-Day Saints is
an unineorporated 8ociet)·. The Genealogical Society is a
non-profit corporate entity owned and controlled by the
Church. The members and trustees of the Genealogical
Society are nominated or appointed by the First Presidency of the Church (R. 68-70).
Carl vV. Buehner, named as executor in the will
dated February 18, 1959, then a second counselor in the
Presiding Bishopric of tht> Church, met Margaret Holten
for the first time in the Church office. The meeting took
plaee early in 1959 ( R. 1±8). Bishop Buehner testified
that genealogical research was something that those who
believed in the Church should pursue "with all vigor";
that he personally had found some 35,000 members of his
family going back to the 1300s and that he was elated with
what he had done and that others are doing the same
thing. The witness testified as to his belief that genealogical work would aid others and provide them an open
door to get hack into the Celestial Kingdom (R. 151).
Bishop Buehner's first eontaet with ..Margaret Holten
had to do \\·ith a complaint that :,;he had against an elderly
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man who had encroached "a little" on her property. 8hP
wanted to know if "one of us" couldn't use a little influence to get the man off of her pro1wrty ( R. 1-19). About
"a couple of months later" :\Iargart>t Holten again called
upon Bishop Buehner "mostly to pass tlw time of day
or something like this" and that up to that time nothing
had been discuss(•d about a will (R. 1-19). As Bishop
Buehner became better acquainted with l\Irs. Holten she
informed him that she had to go to the hospital for what
she thought to be a serious operation, at which time she
told the Bishop of her desire to leave her property to the
Church (R. 149-150).
About two or three weeks later l\Iargaret Holten saw
Bishop Buehner again "and was nm\- ready to go to the
hospital." Her concern seemed to be "a little more intense" about what might happen (R. 150) and she wanted
the Bishop to come to her home and give her a blessing
before she went to the hospital, and this the witness did
(R. 150). l\fargaret Holten had mentioned once or twice
to Bishop Buehner (R. 150) that she had become interested in genealogical research and wanted to find out
about "the members of her family and this type of thing",
and that she would like to leave her money to the Church
( R. 150), to which Bishop Buehner replied:

"l said, 'Well, maybe since you're interested
in genealogy, this might be the department to leave
it in because you may get some benefit from this."
(R.150-151)
This conversation occurred "a week or two" before
Mrs. Holten went to the hospital (R. 162) and n~sult<;<l
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in Bishop Bu<·lmer taking the testatrix to Yernon Snyder.
~Ir. Snytkr, then aeting as counsel for the (;hurch and all
of its auxiliariPs or subsidiaries, including the Genealogi<'al Soeiety, \ms intrndueed to .Margaret Holten by
Bishop Buelmer a frw days prior to the 18th day of
1 1\~bruary, 1959. Th<> introduction was at the Church
office and Bishop BuPhner stated that l\lrs. Holten desired to make a will and asked the attorney to take care
of it (R. 129). Bishop Buehner never visited with Mrs.
Holten after that time. He saw her once or twice on the
street to say "How do you do" and once maybe thirty
or forty days after slw got out of the hospital to say
"I'm happy to see you still alive and still going" (R. 153).
Mr. Snyder made no charge to .Mrs. Holten for his
services in drafting the February 18, 1959 will (Ex. C-6),
explaining that he was "on full time pay" with the Church
and made no charge "for any service while in that capacity." He did not advise Mrs. Holten to go to another
attorney and assigned as his reason for not so doing that
Bishop Buehner had asked him if he would take care of
the matter (R. 139). The decedent's diary (Ex. C-1)
indicates lJrevious contacts with other lawyers acting
in hPr behalf.
The expression "l have no living heirs" as found in
the will prepared by .l\1 r. Snyder came from Mrs. Holten
( R. 135). This expression was perpetuated in the will
of February 18, 1959, and in the olographic will of October 13, 1959, both wills reciting the disappearanee of
l\lelvin George Holten, his desertion of the testatrix
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on or about the 14th day of February, 1931, and the presumption of his death. Both wills bequeath the sum
of $100.00 to the brother, Paul Schramm.
Although Mrs. Holten approached l\lr. Snyder on
occasions after February 18, 1959, to ask what she might
do "in this or that," Mr. Snyder never advised her on such
other matters and told her to see her own lawyer (R. 140).
The diary kept by l\lrs. Holten described a meeting
with Bishop Buehner on February 11, a meeting with
both Bishop Buehner and Mr. Snyder on February 16
and the execution of the will on February 18, all in 1959.
As to the meetiing of February 11 she said: "went downtown & called on Buehner. Feel good about that meeting.
My heart seems to tell me 'all is well.'" As to the meeting of J.1'ebruary 16 .Mrs. Holten said: "I feel happy
about and hope the Lord will bless me in my endeavors
to do what is right.' 1 In the diary entry of February 18
she states: "I feel good about & hope to live a long time
in order to complete what is expected of me."
The decedent's diary reflects her contradictory emotional reactions toward her doctors and other acquaintances and even her own admission in the entry of March
7, 1959, that she was a "Dr. Jykel & Mr. Hyde-there is
no accounting for my change."
Constant reference is made in her diary to Buddy,
her deceased invalid child, indicating that Buddy's death
and funeral of "3 years ago" weighed heavily (Diary
entries of January 15, 17, 18, 1959). On January 20,
1959, the whole diary entry pertained to Buddy:
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.. Y l's, it is Buddy's third burial year. :B.Jverything is so 'hazy,' hut I feel sure everything is
well and as it should be. \Ve are already living in
a new world, but only a few persons realize it.
ThP rnany signs of the time!"
'!'ht• next day, ,J anua1·~-

follows:

:n, th<' wholP diary Pntry was as

"Again mother's birthday-! know she is
busy watching and caring for my Buddy, l don't
dream of mother anymore. She must be busy and
no doubt she figures I am ok. To relive in remembrance now that [ am alone is very difficult
cult."
The testatrix was admitted to the hospital on March
3, 1959, for a historPctomy to be performed by Dr. E. L.
Skidmore and was discharged from the hospital on
March 11th of that year (First page of hospital records,
:B.Jx. C-2). Carl W. Buehner is listed as "friend" of the
patient.
Dr. Joyce HenriP, a medical doctor specializing in
the practiee of psychiatry, and basing her opinion on
the hos1Jital records ( :B.Jx. C-3) and the decedent's diary,
characterized l\largaret Holten as "a chronic paranoid
personality, bordering at times on a paranoid reaction"
(R. 165); that such people are prone "to get involved
with grnups, religious grnups, political groups, or even
in some extreme circumstances eults. '!'hey are people
who eharactPristically can't trust people, so they look
for a po\n•r beyund themselves which they can frel is
more reliable'' (R. 171); that Margaret Holteu "would lw
1110rP susceptiblP to n·ligious influPncP" ( H. 172): that
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she would be prone "to rebel toward people, but if the
religion-the power as such were portrayed to her in a
way that was convincing, 1 doubt that she would rebel
toward that" (R. 173) ; and that l\Iargaret Holten "would
be more susceptible to the influencP of people in authority positions in a church that she believed in" (R. 183).
Dr. D. C. Bernson, a neurological surgpon, who examined l\Iargaret Holten as a patient on September
28, 1960, and obtained x-rays of her skull (R. 210-211),
concluded that his patient had a serious problem, the
x-rays indicating "a mass, tumor or hematoma, blood clot,
what have you, located in the left middle part of her
brain" (R. 213); that Margaret Holten had headaches
of undetermined duration and "spoke extremely slowly
and hesitantly as one who was very far along in years,
would call senility" (R. 211). Dr. Bernson, because of
the seriousness of the situation felt obligated to "get
across" to his patient the importance of having something done about her condition and about two months
after the initial examination wrote a letter to .Margaret
Holten enclosing an extra copy of the letter advising
her to forward it to her brother for his consideration (R.
213). In the process of talking to his patient and because
of her hesistancy to go into the hospital, it was revealed
that Margaret Holten had a brother whose name was
Paul Schramm "\vho would be concerned if she went to
the hospital" ( R. 219).
Dr. Bernson's suspicions were confirmed by the
hospital record (Ex. C-3). 'fhe tt>statrix entered tlw ho~-
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pital for tlw last tinw on October 2, 19G2, at which time
a b(~nign tumor of the approximate size of a baseball was
removed from the left side of her head. 'l'he tumor waH
l'XCeedingly slo\\· growing and could possibly have been
growing over a iwriod of ::;ix or sevPn years, "possibly
longer Pvrn" (R. 217 ). The Doctor tt·Htified as his belief
that tlw tumor, because oi' it::; s1wcific location on the
h~ft side, would "aff Pct more prominently the patient's
llH'ltlOry facilities, which it did." (R. 218). .Mr:-;. Holten
died at tlw hospital on October 1±, 1962, following the
operation for the removal of the tumor.
)J eighbors of .Mrs. II olten described her bizarre
conduct consistent with the characterization of that of
a chronic paranoid personality. On numerous occasions
there WPre quarrels over minor matters. At one time
William Atkin, t:l7 years of age at the time of his testimony ( R. 192), was arrested and taken to jail at the
instigation of Mrs. Holten (H. 191). He had heen berated by his neighbor with such expressions as "I hate
you,'' "You are ugly and sour," "no ont> around here
likes you," all without any apparent provocation (R.
193).

In 1952 the thn'l" year old child of Donald 0. Morris,
a next door neighbor, followed her big collie dog onto
~lrs. Holtt>n's lawn. :\I rs. lJ olten pursued the child with
a butclwr knife whieh l\lr. Morris had to take away from
the assailant (R 155-15G). X mue calling was a conunon
occurrene(" by .:\lrs. Holten against tlw neighbor ~lorris,
who was, also likP l\lr. Atkin, eonfrontPd by the poliet>
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at the instigation of the testatrix for provocation no
greater than that of attempting to take the garbage from
Mrs. Holten's property as a neighborly act, but which
resulted in a trespass (R. 158). The neighbor children
were the victims of name calling when skpping upon
Mrs. Holten's lawn and there were many times that she
would call the police in that rt>gard ( R. 159).
Mrs. Pauline Hamilton, who characterized herself
as a business confidante and a friend of thirty years
standing ( R. 195), and who described the unfortunate
child Buddy as a "Mongolian idiot" (R. 204), told of
Margaret Holten's attitude toward the neighbor Mr.
Atkin. The witness quoted Margaret as saying that if
Mr. Atkin ever crossed her property she would shoot
him. "'When Mrs. Hamilton expressed the thought that
the testatrix would not resort to such violence, Margaret
reaffirmed her intention, stating that she had even discussed such a likelihood with her Bishop and stated that
she had a loaded gun for that pmpose (R. 203).
The diary entry of April 25, 1957, comments on an
argument with Mrs. Hamilton over the use of an automobile, and Mrs. Holten says: "Never again-I hope this
is the end. She made me walk home alone. She is not
worth my friendship."
Mrs. Hamilton narrated several conversations with
Mrs. Holten with respect to the brother, Paul Schramm,
to the effect that the testatrix "didn't have much use for

him'' ( R 19S) ; that site had talked to her brother about
Buddy's eare and lw said that Ill' would have nothing
to do with it, whieh tlw witnPss pointed to as being one of
thl' reasons why in hl'r opinion lw was disliked by his
sister (R ~OU). ThP faet of the mathor was that Buddy,
\1·ho was ~(i years old dwn he died in Hl5G (R. 9-±), was
a soureP of r·onePrn to thr· Pntin.• family. On one oceasion
while in {jalifornia with her son, Paul Schramm took
his sistr>r to Pomona when· Paul knew the SuperintendPnt of tlw Paeifie Colon~· and endPavored unsucee8sfully
to have Buddy placPd in the home (R. 95).
Adele Bird, the sulijeet of many entriPs in ~largaret's
diary and appan,ntly a ('()JH;tant eompanion, was the subject of eonn,rsation hl'lween Mrs. Hamilton and the testatrix, the former testifying that on fre<1uent occasions Margaret would state that she had no use for l\lrs. Bird who
had tried to blackmail lwr by demanding $500.00, and
that slH' just didn't like her. When asked why she would
permit ~lrs. Bird to liw with her, hating her the way she
did, ~largaret just wouldn't answr'r (R 199). 'l'he entries
in the diary vacillate bebn•m t>XprPssions of friendship
and dislike toward Adele Bird.
Aceording to Mrs. Hamilton, Yiola Parkinson, at one
time the President of thP Helief Society, was .Margaret's
spiritual confidante and orn, who l\largaret would like
to have supervisP Buddy's eare should anything happen
to hPr (R. Hl9-2UU). AftPr Buddy's death ~lrs. Hamilton,
in answl'r to an observation made by ~largaret Holten
that no\\" she did not haw tl11::• \rnny of Buddy and that
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she didn't know just exactly what to do with her property, volunteered that :\largaret create a foundation or
do something for children who \\'ere equally as unfortunate as Buddy was. Mrs. Hamilton did not press the issue
but quoted Margaret Holten as mentioning on several
occasions that she was going to leave her lJroperty to
the Church and "then the Church could take care of her"
(R. 200-201).
Mrs. Holten expressed the belief that on an occasion
in 1956 before Paul Schranuu's wife died, and while visiting her brother and his wife in California, they had attempted to kill her. The occasion was centered around a
time when Margaret was sitting in a swing which gave
way and she fell. "The brother and sister-in-law laughed
and she was sure they did that on purpose to kill her."
When Mrs. Hamilton attempted to discount the occasion,
stating that the brother certainly didn't try to kill her,
Margaret said: "Oh, yes, he did. All they were interested
in is to get what I have." (R.197).
In 1939, at the time of the death of Margaret's
mother, Paul Schranun came to Salt Lake from California and registered at a hotel, but Margaret upon becoming aware of her brother's presence in Salt Lake,
insisted that he cancel the reservation and transfer his
belongings to her home, stating that "my home is your
home" (R. 91). There were repeated visits by Margaret
with her brother in California (R. 78), but in 19GO when
Paul's wife died Margaret put in a surprise appearance
and stayed at Paul's home at the time of the funeral.
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The brothPr did iwt know who had advised Margaret
of his wife's dl,ath, lrnt because he underntood .Margaret
was ill hl• had advised his children to tell her not to come
but she eame anyway (H.79). At the time of this visit
.\largaret was having difficulties with her sveech and
orientation (H. 79-81). Margarl't had a stroke early in
January of 1!.Jli:2 of whid1 Paul \\·as not advised until
August of that yl'ar, at which time he came to Salt Lake
and found that ~largaret had Leen in a sanitarium (R.
83). He stayed for a period of ti11H.' with his sister in her
home on Second Avenue (H.8-±). At this time .Margaret
was paralyzed on thP right side, eould hardly walk without help and lwr speech was nearly gonP. She had to sit
propped up in lwd in her l>Pclroom and Paul usually
cooked the breakfast (K 8-±). At this time Paul atteu11Jted to get his sistl·r into thL· 110svital for an examination
and failing in this, and after some three weeks visitation,
he went haek to his ho1m· in California, returning to Salt
Lake about a ,,·eek later wlwn being advised that his
sister was in the L. D. S. Hospital whPre slw remained
until she died (R. 85-86).
Paul Sdiramm, who is ninety ver cent blind, called
upon his daughter, .Mrs. Ashworth, to come to Salt Lake
during 1\lrs. Holten's hospitalization to assist him in his
sight and to bring with hl'r certain of his personal effects,
intending to stay all \\·intPr (R. 86). Mr. SC'hramm's
son, Bryan Schra11un, and 1\lrs. Ashworth were at Margaret Holtl'n's funeral and stayed at the home on Second
A wmue. AftPr the fum·ral and the discovery of the will
in <1uestion tlw Pxeeutor attached a price tag of $fl0.00
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a month as the rental value of the home and in due time
the contestant decided that it would be better for him
to get back to his o\vn place in California (R. 87).
While the olographic will was discovered by Mr.
Schramm in Margaret's home while his son and daughter
were there, it was not until two or three days after the
funeral ( R. 87). In the meantime Bishop Howell (Rulon
Howell), who seemed to know all about a will, inquired
several times about it immediately after the funeral. Mrs.
Parkinson, who spoke at the funeral in eulogy of Mrs.
Holten, referred to a will which would leave everything
to the Genealogical Society of the Church. This was before the will was found ( R. 125).
The will was found in a steel cabinet in a glassed-in
front porch along with a joint savings account book,
Exhibit C-4, in the name of Paul Schramm or M. S.
Holten in the amount of $9,921.80 which had been closed
out on June 30, 1959. This was the first knowledge that
Mr. Schramm had of the joint account (R 88-89, 124).
The will that was discovered after the funeral was the
olographic will (R. 89). 'l'he will dated February 18,
1959, was in the possession of counsel for the Genealogical
Society at the time of trial and when produced by him
it was received in evidence (R. 129) as Exhibit C-6.
ARGUMENT
The introduction by Bishop Buehner of Mrs. Holten
to Mr. Snyder generated the document which left the
bulk of the estate to the Genealogical Society. Bishop
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Bueluwr with a sPlf prodai1w~d inkrest in gent>alogical
work and 1Hr. Snyder as tlw attorney for both the Genealogical Soeil'ty and the Chmd1 fumtioned within their
respective spheres of influence.
Mrs. Holkn was a vath<'tie individual. To have de~rnted twenty-six years to the eare of the hopelessly afflicted child Buddy, a mongoloid idiot, would have taxed
the mental and physieal stamina of the strongest individuals. '1 0 that burden is to he added Mrs. Holten's own
affliction of !wing a ehronie paranoid personality and
suffering from a slow growing brain tumor.
1

The seventy year old woman, susceptible by reason
of her mental infirmity to religious influenee, fresh from
the attentive ear and religious adiuinistrations of her
Bishop, \ms projected hy th~~ Bishop into tlw environment of the lawyer, both eonfidential advisers of the
highest order, for the prPparation of a will, the chief
beneficiary of which was the emplo.rt•r of the lawyer and
the spiritual idPal of both of the adviserl'i. This presents
a background within the perimeter of /11 re Swan's Estate
(1956), ± Ftah 2d '277, :293 P.:2d 682.
The influence exercised by Kostopulos against Gail
Swan, as described /11 Re Swa11's Estate, \\·as crude
and clumsy. 'l'here was no time wasted by the Court in
disposing of Kostopuloti who by "fa,rning, flattery and
deceit on his part" ereated discord betwt>en Gail and 'l'heo,
and whose "constant attt>ntious and pretended friendship
for Gail Swan was prompted by the motive of securing
peeurnary lwnefits." rl'h<' i110n· subtlt> dt>aling:,; of the
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confidential adviser presented difficult questions of both
law and fact and resulted in a landmark decision which
involved the lawyer. Here we have both a lawyer and a
spiritual adviser. The Swan case lays down three fundamental rules that underly the instant action.
(1) The test of testamentary capacity is the ability
to remember the natural objects of one's bounty, recall
to mind one's property and make disposition of it understandingly according to some purpose or plan formed in
one's mind.
(2) Self-interest always furnishes a motive for
a confidential adviser to take advantage of his superior
position, and after the death of the person who confides
in him the adviser can testify of their secret meetings,
knowing that no other witness of such events will be
available.
(3) 'When the lawyer "or other confidential adviser" accepts gifts "or other possible benefits" from a
person who reveals to him his secrets and relies on him
for disinterested advice and counsel, the burden of persuasion that there was no fraud or undue influence is
shifted onto the confidential adviser who has the burden
of convincing the fact finder by a preponderance of the
evidence that no fraud or undue influence was exerted
"or in other words, he has the burden of convincing the
fact finder from the evidence that it is more probable
that he acted perfectly fair with his confidant; that he
made complete disclosure of all rnateri,al information
available and took no unfair advantage of his superior
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position than that he Pxerted fraud or undue influence
to obtain the benl'fits in question."
In the instant action thP senility of the testatrix, the
progn·ssive lmt slo\\' growing brain turnor, the JJaranoid
iwrsonality, the delusions a11d otlH,•r wental and physical
almormalitiPs an_. intt~n\'OV(-'11 within the concept of undue
influPnel'. These rnaiters rel1uire some refinement by
\1·ay of argument to demoustratP the prima facie showing
made by the conte:,;tant. The main thru:,;t of appellant's
contention i:,; that the trial court erroneously took the
whole matter from the jury as the trier of the fact and
ruled a:,; a rnath_.r of law that a prima facie showing
\\·as not made.
L 'rHE COl\'FlDENTlAL RELATIONSHIP.
t\ection 95G of Pomeroy's Hquity Jurisprudeuce,
l<'itth Edition, \'olume :3, i:,; cited with approval in In Re
Su·a11-'s Estate, supra, in Omega Inv. Co. v. Woolley
( 1928), 72 Utah ±74, 271 P. 797, and in Newell v. Halloran
(19:21i), G8 Utah 407, 250 P. 98G. 1'1w Pomeroy statement i:,; mo:,;t comprehen:,;ive and i:,; found in the Fifth
J£dition, Volume 3, page 790, as follows:
"vVe are now to vit'11· fiduciary relations
under an entirely different aspect; there is 1w
intentional concealment, 110 misrepresentation,
no actual fraud. The doctrine to he examined
arises frorn tht> very conception and existt'nce of
a fiduciary rplation. \\'hilt> equity doe:,; not deny
thP possibility of valid tran:,;actions between tlw
two JJartie:,;, yet bcu/11.'ic c very fiduciary relation
implies a condition of superiority held by one of
the parties acer the other, i11 c1·ery trr111sactio11
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between them by which the superior party obtains
a possible benefit, equity raises a presurn1Jtion
against its validity, and casts upon that party the
burden of proving affirmatively its compliance
with equitable requisites, and of thereby overcoming the presumption." (Emphasis added.)

At page 793, Pomeroy's Equity J11rispru.de11ce, Fifth
Edition, Volume 3, 8ection 956a, is the following:
''Courts of equity have carefully refrained
from defining the particular instances of fiduciary relations in such a manner that other and
perhaps new cases might be excluded. It is settled by an overwhelming weight of authority that
the principle extends to every possible case in
which a fiduciary relation exists as a fact, in
which there is confidence reposed on one side,
and the resulting superiority and influer.ce on the
other. The relation and the duties involved in
it need not be legal; it may be moral, social, domestic, or merely personal. If a relation of trust
and confidence exists bet"·een the parties - that
is to say, where confidence is reposed by one
party and a trust accepted by the other, or ~where
confidence has been acquired and abused-that is
sufficient as a predicate for relief. The origin
of the confide11cc is immaterial. (Empahsis
added.)
(a)

AS TO BISHOP BUEHNER.

The undisputed facts show that Mrs. Holten by reason of her paranoid personality would be more susceptible to religious influence, and that she was prone "to
rebel toward people." It was the opinion of Dr. Henrie
that she would not rebel toward religion if "the pow0r
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as :mch \\'<'l'\' portrayed to her rn a way that was convincing."
The first v1s1t with Bishop Buehner was at the
Church ofliee early iu 1959. Bisl101J Buehner, a second
counselor in the pn·siding bishovric of the Church,
\\'as a stranger to _jlrs. 1lolten. 'l'he purpost~ of the meeting \\·as to secure suffieit>nt "influeuf'e" to remove a man
\\'ho had tres1mssed "a littlt~" on .Jlrs. Holten's i;ro1Jerty.
'l'he object of i\lrs. 1lolten's first visit to the Church
office, her recognition of the authority of the Church
in being able to resoh'l• ltt'r problem and tlH~ willingness
of BisholJ Buehner all fit snugly into an embryonic stage
of a confidential relationship.
'l'he acq uain taneeshi l1 \\'i th Bishop Buehner rapidly
exlJanded. The first meding took i;lace "early" in 1959
and the first will was dated February 18th of that year.
~lrs. Holten told the BisholJ about her invalid son who
had died and of matters pertaining to her lJroperty and
business interests, and that her husband had deserted
ltt•r some twenty-five years earlier. The relationshilJ
included the visit of Bishop Buehner to Mrs. Holten's
home where he administered a blessing. Upon becoming
better acquainted Bishop Buehner was informt>d by Mrs.
Holten that she had to go to the hospital for what she
thought to be a serious OlJerntion, at which time she
stated her desire to lL•ave her property to the ·Church.
The conclm;ion of the affair was the suggestion by
Bishop Buehner: .. Wdl, rnayhe sinee you're interested
in genealogy, this might be the deparhnent to leave it in
!JCC<lll.'!C you may get SO/llC UC1lcfit fro//l flzis." 'l'Jw intl'O-
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duction to the attorney represrnting both tlw Church and
the Genealogical ;::)ocidy follo\\·ed.
Mrs. Holten's reaction to the meeting with Bishop
Buehner is documented in the diary entry of February
11, 1959: "\Vent downtown & called on Budmer. Feel
good about that mcetill!J. My heart seems to tell me 'all
is well.' " On February lli, two days before the execution
of the will, .:\largaret Holten documented her feeling:
''Had a meeting with Bro. Buehner & Bro. ::Snyder, atty.
I think everything will be OK. I feel happy about and
hope the Lord \\·ill bless me i11 my endeavors to do u-Jwt
is right." The diary entry of February 18, made on the
same day but after the execution of the will, vividly reflects a state of mind of complete confidence imposed
by what had gone on before: ''Bro. Snyder of tlw Church
-had my papers ready for signature. I met with him
at 3 :00 P .l\L and he called in a man and lady from the
Church office as witnesses. I feel good about & hope to
live a long time iu order to complete what is expected of
me."
X o attempt was made by the proponents of the will
to explain the frustrations disclosed by the above italicized portions of the diary t.'ntries, nor to rationalize the
''benefit" suggested by Bishop Buehner with the state-ment made by Mrs. Holten to Mrs. Hamilton that she was
going to leave her property to the (;lrnrch and then the
Church could take care of her. Nor was any attempt
made to rationalize the doubts expressed and the hopes
of the testatrix with the expression in the will "l have
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living !ieir:-.'' In fad tlw prupon<•nb did nothing by
wa:1 of affinnativ(• iiroof showing eorn1ilianc<' with equitable rel1nisi tes.

110

1

Thi· fon•going 1s u11eo11tradided in till' record and
(•stahfod1es as a fad tlH· <'unfidential relatiom;J1ip between
Jfo..:l10p Bul'!mer and the tvstatrix. '1'111· l'aetual setting
differs d<~cisiwly from thl• po8ition of ]'ather Kennedy,
tlw supervisor of St. Joseph's Sehool at Ogden, as found
In Be Bryan's Fstatc (19:33), 82 l·tah :390, 25 P.2d 602,
and in whi<'h case it was held:

"lt will be rerne111hered that Fathn KPm1edy
had not been in confidential relationship with the
testator, hut had uwt him for the first time tlw
clay the will was executed, that he called on the
tPstator, not as a volunteer but hecau::;e he had
hPen in vi tPd to the lwd::;idt> for the very purpose
of taking can· of the tl•stator's affairs, as well as
to administer to him the rites of the church for
the sick and dying. Prior to the making of the
will, then• had never been lwtween them any
confidence in the nature of confrs::;ion or administration of sacrament::;. Father Kennedy was not
a lwneficiary of the will. Adams v. First l\lethodist l<~piscopal Church, 251 Ill. 268, 90 N. E. 253.
Jfr did 11ot assert a11y i11flue11ce by way of suggestirrn or utlzfnl·ise such as to amount to or raise
a. suspicion of 1111duf i11flue11ce.'' (Emphasis added.)
A::; to tlH· sugge::;tion that Father Kl•nnedy was not a
of tlH· will, W<' call attention to a portion of
Sedion ~)51, Po111eroy's f,'1111ity J11rispnule11ce, Firth 1 1~di
tion, \'olmue 3, as follow:,;:

henefieiar~·
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"It is iuunatt>rial, on the question 1d1<:'tlwr
a court of Pquity \\·ill set aside a gift, grant
or lwquest fo,· undu(' influt-IlC'l' in its prn<'un•ment, whether the influcn<'e was exercised by
the beneficiary or another."
'l'o the same dfrct is an annotation in Uii

~l.L.ll. ()J;3:

"Therefon· a girt, grant, or lwqlwst JH'Omred by undo inflm·nce is vitiated thereby, and
it is immaterial that in the nronue11w11t tlwreoJ'
the immediate beneficiary did not ]Jarticipate."

(b) AS TO '11 HE

SCRlYE~\Elt

OF 'J'HE WILL

l\lr. Snyder was tlw salaried gt-rwrnl eounsel for
both the Church and the Genealogical Society. Th<'
conflict of interest is apparent. ·when the attorney
undertook the preparation of the ,,·ill for Mrs. Holten
the fact oi' the confidential or fiduciary relationship
was established per se. ln Neu;ell v. Halloran, supra,
the Court quotes with marked approval from Cuu.:ee v.
Cornell, 75 N.Y. 91, :31 Am. Rep. 428, as follows:
'' 'The law presumes in the case of guardian and ward, trustt-e and cestui que trust, attorney and client, and lJerhaps physician and
patient, from the relation of the parties itself
that their situation is une<1ual and of the charackr I have defined; and that relation appearing
itself throws the burden upon the trusteP, guardian or attorney of showing the fairness of his
dealings." (Emphasis added.)
Bogert Trusts and Trustees, Second 1'Mition, Sc•ction 482, contains the following:
"There is no uniform practicl\ among tlH·
courts in their use of the phrases 'fiducial')' n•-
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lation' and 'confidential relation.' In many decisiom; the words are used as synonyms. In
most cas<>s, however, the latter phrase is employt'd to indicatl· a relationship of a character
~irnilar to thm;e mentioned abO"no in the discussion
of fiduciary rdation:-, but not falling into any
well-defowd category of thP la\L The relations
of trustee and cestui, executor or administrator
and creditor:-, next of kin or legatePs, guardian
and ward, princival and agent, attornt>y and
eliPnt, corporate director and corporation, and
tlw likt• are easily thrown into distinct subdivisions of the Im\·. '1 hey have distinctive names.
ThP term •fiduCiary' might well be reserved for
such relations."
1

W l' can SL'e no di8tinction between the situation
\1·Jtpre the> lcn1·yer, tlHJ scrivl'ner of the will, receives a
ht•iwfit personal to himself, a8 wa8 the case in In Re
,','1cw1's Estate, and in tht> instant case where the lawyer
draftt>d the will making the Ueiwalogical l:::lociety, by
whom he wa8 employljd, the beneficiary. 'l'he attorney
in the iu8tant case was charged hy all standards of
moral and dhical condud not to act on behalf of the
newly acl1uired clit>nt introduced to him by Bishop
Btwhm•1'. Having 80 aded hP wa8 required to satisfy the
tric•r of tl:e fact that there was no collusion, which the
cireurn8tanct>8 \nmld imply, between him and the Bishop
or tlw principals of both of them, and that in all respects
hi8 trl'atnwnt of ~lrs. Holten was fair and within her
be8t intere8t and underntanding. 'l'here is room for
di8agrP('llH~nt in the mind8 of reasonabk• men to the
<•ffpct that the attonw;-.· wa8 1ttotivakd hy a <lesire to
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serve the Church and the Gen<c•alogical Society
ference to Mrs. Holten.

111

pre-

Aside from the question of the attorney's direct
or indirect interest in both the Church and the Genealogical Society by reason of being retained counsel,
there is the odd circurnstanee of Mrs. Holten initiating
the expression '' l have no living heirs," and the perpetuation of the error by the lawyer who knew that the
brother, Paul Schramm, was, according to his client's
own narrative statement of her affairs, the sole heir at
law at the time of the execution of the will. It can
reasonably be inferred that the expression so perpetuated by the scrivener in his position of superiority could
have disabused the mind of the testatrix as to the
''natural objects of her bounty." The incorporation of
the expression "I have no living heirs" into the will by
the lawyer scrivener, is sufficient in a relationship of
trust and confidence to create a prima facie case of
undue influence, particularly when the la\vyer was actually employed in the preparation of the will by the
third party beneficiary.

II. PROOJ<-, OJ<-, UNDUE INFLUENCE INDEPENDENT OF THE PRESUMPTION.
Much that has been said before is directly applicablt~
to this point, but there are other probative matters that
we will attempt to state without undue repetition. For
instance, the attorney draftsman characterized the
Genealogical Society as an auxiliary or subsidiary of the
Church (R. 129). Mr. Snyder's office was in the church
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building and Ju• \ms introduced to 1\lr:,;. Holten by Bishop
BuPllll<'l' ''\1·ho \ntt-> thl' st-cond eoun:,;elor in the bishopric and ·wl10 indicated to the attorney that Mrs. Holten
<l<•sin·cl to 111ah• a will and a:,;ked if l could take care
01' it''
(IL 129). 'l'lw UenPalogical ~ociety is a nonprofit corporat<· entit.v O\\'m•d and eon trolled hy the
Clrnreh of .J esns Chri:-;t of Latt<·r-day 1-laints ( H. ()8),
an unin«orporated ~oeiPty (R. ()~J). ?llr. f)nyder did not
diargP ~I rs. Holten a fop for thP preparation of the
will, explaining:
"A. \V ell, l haw drawn a few wills where
donations were rnadP to the Church in one capacity or another when called upon, and I made
no charge, of course. I was on full-time pay with
the Church, w1d I made 110 charge for any service
while in th((t cap(/city.'' (R. 132)

One of thP witm•:o;:o;l':oi on the \\·ill was the accounting
manager for the bishopric and the oth<·r was Bishop
faaacson's :,;h•nographer, and these' were secured by
th<• a ttorne)· ( R B+). .:\lr. Nnyder testified as to the
normal procedure:

"Q Isn't it a fact, Mr. Snyder, that the normal protoeol when a person is going to leave
property to the Church, that you refer them to
their own attorney~
A Yes, normally we would. If they had a \\·e alwavs ask if thPY had an attornev of the
wills tha·t I have pre1;ared, and if they ·have, of
course, we would pref Pr that they use their own
private attorney." (R. 136)
Th\• testatrix was not advised to go to anotlH•r attorney.
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" I call your attention to page 8, question,
'When she came in to get her will drawn up, why,
that was all right. I mean you didn't advise her
to go to another attorney. Is that right?'
Ansvver, 'No, I didn't at that time, because
Bishov Buehner had asked me if I would take
care of it.'
A I think that's right, and she also asked me.
Q But you do remember stating as I have indicated?

testifying

A Yes." (R. 138-139).
On matters subsequent to the drafting of the will Mr.
Snyder referred Mrs. Holten to her own attorney.
Q Well, I call your attention to page 8 again
of your deposition. Question, "Did you ever advise her about any of her business after the will
was executed?'
Q Answer, 'No, I think she was - would
come in and ask what she might do in this or
that, and I would suggest to her that she see
her attorney. And I never advised her what to do
on any instant after the will was drawn up.'
Do You remember that testimony?
A I do now that you have refreshed by recollection. I think that's correct." (R. 139-140)
Mrs. Holten's diary under dates of May 7, 1957,
February 13, 1958, June 13, 1958, September 3, 1958, and
September 16, 1958 evidence attorney connections at
least during the period that the diary was kept.
Once a confidential relationship is shown to exist
"slight evidence of additional facts may be sufficient
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to ca::;t upon a beneficiary the burden of going forward
to di::;prow that the will 11·a::; not the product of that type
of inflm·nc(: whieh the law ahhorn." In Re Day's Estate
(Or. 195:1), 251 P.2d (i()9; aud in which ca::;e it is also
stated:
''It is also well established that where a
c·onfidential or fiduciary relation::;hip exists between testator and beneficiary and the will is
nnju::;t or unnatural in its t0nus, hy favoring the
beneficiary over the natural objects of the testator'::; bounty, tlH·n slight <Tidcucc of tlw exercise
of undtw inflm·nce may be sufficient to invalidate
it. .• * *

Bequests to the draftsman of a will have
long been regarded as n•prehensible in the e~·es of
the la\\', A will so drawn ,,·as by Roman law
treated as invalid; and this court has held that
when a will i::; drawn by a beneficiary who enjoy::;
confidential relations with the testator, it gives
rise to a 1n·esuwption of undrn· influence.***
We think the same principle is equally applicable
when such a. beneficiary clwuses as the scrh·ener
for a 1cill a11 attorney who is a total stranger tu
the testator, who thereafter proceeds to draw the
instrument without consultation or contact with
the testator and who fashions it in terms directed
by the bPneficiary retaining the attorney in the
testator's behalf." (Emphasis added).
In tlw instant case the Society known as the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latt<:>r-Day Saint::; wa::; acting through
Bishop Buehner who te::;tified that he wa::; one "of
many of the gem•ral authoritiL•s'' that might have been
approached on thl, whject of a will. "l just happened
to lw fn•e when ::;]w tame up tlw first timP." On the
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same page of the record the witness testified that .:\!rs.
Holten ~was but one of fifteen or t\Yenty people ''that
came and wanted to do something for the Church or
give something to the Church. This isn't uncommon she wasn't just an isolated case that doe:s thi:s type of
thing." (R. 152.) Mr. Snyd(•r was likt>wise the spokesman for the Church in his capacity as counsel ( R. 129).
As to the position of the lawyer the Oregon Court In Re
Day's Estate, supra, had this to say:
"The importance of the fiduciary character
of the bond which should ever prevail between an
attorney and one planning the final disposition
of his estate should never be suffered to be destroyed, tempered or diluted by the over-anxiety
or self-interest of any third party who may benefit in any way by the will's execution, nor by any
previously-existing relationship between the attorney and such a third party soliciting his
services in behalf of one desirous of making a
will."
The questioning state of mind and the doubts revealed by the diary documenting the visit:s ,,,-ith Bisl10p
Buehner and Mr. Snyder, the expression in the will
"I have no living heirs," the establishment of the confidential relationship, the infirmities of mind and body,
the circumstances of the preparation and execution of
the will in the Church office at the dictation of counsel
for the Church are among the myriad of evidentiary facts
which make for a prima facie showing of undue influence sufficient to take the case to the jury independent of
the presumption.
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111. TlIE E\'IDl~XTL\HY \'ALl'E OF
PRESL'.JIPTIOX OF l'XDl'E lXFLT'EXCE.

'T'HJ1~

\\' e antil'i1iah• that our opponents ,,·ill contend that
the rule laid down /11 Re S1rn11\· !~'state, supra, does
not apply for the n·ason ~hat 11either .Jlr. Snydt•r nor
Bishov Bndmer 'n:~•re iw11H·d as lH~iwfieiaries in the will.
Bi;,.;l10p Uuehrn·r in hi:s rnk of orn· of the many gern~ral
authorities of th<· Clrnreh and .Jlr. Snydl•r in his role
a;,.; general eounsel, both ading i11 eonePrt for their third
party prineipal, should <fos;,.;ivate ;,.;ueh an argument. In
addition to what ha:s been said above, Bisl101J Buelmer
made it clt>ar that ge1walogical re;-;Parch was something
that those \\·ho beliewd in tlw Church should pursm•
"with all vigor.'' lt is to Ii<· assumc'd that he spoke for
.Jlr. Snyder in that rPgard. Bislwp BuPhner added that
he had found :sorne 33,000 rnc·111lwrn of his family going
back into the 13UU:s. "I'm thrilled to death with ,,·hat I've
clone, and othern an~ doing tlH· ;,.;arne thing,'' and that
genealogical work "e<'rtainly \rtmld aid these oth<•r;,.; that
I helped provide an open door (for) to get back into
the ·CPle::.;tial Kingdom." (R 151).
The artick•s of thP Soeiety, meaning the Genealogieal Society, proYide that the mernlwr:,; and authorities
shall lw nominah,d or apvointt>d by the First Presidency of the ChurC'h ( !\. (i!:J-10). Thi:,;, eouph·d with the
fact that the Chureh o\\ns and C'ontrols the non-1n·ofit corporate entity kno\\ n as the Uenealogical Society of the
Church of .frsuc; Chric;t of Latter-Day Saints, and Bishop
Budnwr, one of the genPral autlwritiPs of the fonner, and
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Mr. Snyder, its counsel, would make the argument of
non-participation in the drafting of the will by the
beneficiary spurious. The acts of Bishop Buehner and
of Mr. Snyder cannot be disassociated from their principal. We proceed upon the premise that the will vrns
conceived, drafted and caused to be executed by the beneficiary, and that no matter how innocent its motives
the situation is the same as In Re Swan's Estate as to
the burden of persuasion.
As said in Good v. Zook (1902), 116 Iowa 582, 88
N.\'V. 376:

"It makes no difference in the rule that the
minister received no personal benefit from the
transaction. The principle cannot be evaded hy
giving interests to third persons instead of reserving them to the one who exercises the undue
influence, or who is presumed to do so."
In Longenecker v. Zion Evangelical Lutheran Church
(1901), 200 Pa. 567, 50 A. 24-1, the Court stated:
"When, however, no one occupying a fiduciary position has reaped directly any profit from
the gift, but the gift or contract is obtained by
fraud or undue influence, it is, nevertheless, invalid, not only behveen the parties, but as regards
third persons who received the benefits."

In Wood v. Strevell-Paterson Hardware Company,
( 1957), 6 Utah 2d 340, 313 P.2d 800, the Court quoted
from In Re Swan's Estate as follows:

"'*** These facts had to be in evidence to give
rise to the presumption, but they are not eliminated by the production of prima facie evidence
1
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of the non-existenc<' of tlw presumed fact hut
l'C'main in tlit' case with at least the same probatii;e proof of the presumed /'ad as they would
hai.a; had, had 110 presumption become operati?.:e
in the case, and may be so considered by the trier
of the facts.***'''
Johnson i;, Joh11so11 (1959), 9 Utah 2d +O, 337 P.2d
420, citing Omega hncst111c11t Co. z:. vVoolley, supra,
states:

"'In assaying tlw sufficiency of proof, the
plaintiffs here haw significant help in the role
that when a confidential relationship is shown
to exist and a gift or conveyance is made to a
party in a superior position, a presumption arises
that the transaction was unfair."
Citing In Re Swan's Estate, :::;upra, the Court stated:
"This vresumption has the force of evidence
and will itself support a finding if not overcome
1
h~- eontervailing evidence. 'l herefore the burden
was upon the defendant Calvin Johnson to convince the court by a preponderance of the evidPnct> that the transaction \ms fair. If he. failed
to do :::;o, the finding to the contrary was justified,
and it will not lw disturbed on appeal unless the
contrary evidence was so clear and persuasive
that all rea:::;onable minds would so find."
Tlw dissenting opinion by Justice Wade in Brandt
1;. Springville Ba11ki119 Company (19GO), JO Utah 2d
350, 353 P.2d +GO, attributes to /11 Re Swan's Estate
that upon tlw prima facie showing of a fiduciary relationship the burden of persuasion was shifted to thP dt>fendanb and that tht> granting of the summary judgment
was in errnr . .:\Ir. .Justic<' \YadP in his dissenting opinion
1
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m In Re Macfarlane (1960), 10 Utah 2d 217, 350 P.2d
631, characterized the holding Jn Re Swan's Estate,
supra, as follows:
"The prevailing opm10n did not disagree
with the dissent that there was no substantial
evidence against Macfarlane, but held that the
presumption shifted the burden of persuasion
that there was no fraud or undue influence by
him and thereby relieved the contestant of the
burden of producing substantial evidence against
him."
'l'he majority opinion In Re Swan's Estate was written by Justice Wade, "'ho, while speaking for the Court,
was singularly mindful of the treatment of the confidential relationship by courts of equity throughout the history of our jurisprudence. The recognition that the
principle contended for extends to every possible case
in which a fiduciary relation exists as a fact, "in which
there is confidence reposed on one side, and the resulting
superiority and influence on the other," had the farreaching effect of the attorney's disbarment by reason of
the presumption alone, even though without it there
would be no substantial evidence to justify the result.
It is recognized that courts of equity have carefully refrained from defining the particular instances of fiduciary relations in such a manner that other and perhaps
new cases might be excluded. In the instant action to
deny the existence of the presumption under the circumstances above set forth, and amply reflected by the
record, would present a well chartered escape hatch
through which designing and artful societies, firms or
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eorporations could escape. The presumption of undue
influcnC'.e should not be discarded by reason of some
technical and unrealistic device. 'l'lH~ rule is a wholesome
one and should properly C'.ast upon the actual beneficiary
in tlw instant case tllP burden of convincing the trier
of the fact of its freedom from the odiousness of undue
influence. ln Peters 1. Catt ( 111., 1958), 15± N.K2d
:280, it was held that th<· presm11ption of undue influence b~· reason of tht• confidential relationship between
the testator and the brother, \rho was a primary beneficiary nanwd in the will, in·ecluded the trial court from
directing a verdict on the issue of undue influence. The
brother secun•d the attorney who dre\\· the will and
dictated the terms thereof.

n·.

lJND UI;J l.K FL Ul~N{;~ WAS CARRIJ;JD
OVJ;JR IKTO 11 HE OLOGRAPHIC DOCUl\IEN'l'.
The last tmtry in Margart>t Holten's diary is under
date of June 10, 1959. There is nothing to indicatP why
she changed th(' tenor of the will as 1irepared for her
by Mr. Snyder to substitute 1'racy-Collins Bank and
Trust Company in lieu of Carl \V. Buehner as executor.
Consistt>nt, however, with the plausible continuation of
undue inflm·net- was the fact that on June 30, 1959 she
withdrew $9,921.80 from and closed out the bank account
theretofon~ carried jointly in her name and that of Paul
Schramm (Ex. C-±). Hoth of these acts are consistent
with the paranoid personality attributed to .Margaret
Holten by Dr. Hc>nrie, hut in any event the presumption
of undue influence as pointed out above continues until
tlw trier of the fad is otht>rwise iwnmaded, and under
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the general statement ''a fact, relation, or state of things
once shown to exist may be presumed to contim1e until
the contrary appears." See Hansen v. Hansen (19-±6),
110 Utah 222, 171 P.2d 392, citing Reitz v. Petersen
(Nebr.), 269 N.W. 811.

In Re George's Estate (19-±1), 100 Utah 230, 112
P.2d 498, the Court said:
"The undue influence to vitiate the will must
have affected deceased at the time he executed
that instrument. This, however, does not mean
that W eldo-w and Elizabeth must have been present actively engaged, that day, in subjecting their
father to undue influence. Undue influence may be
of a subtle kind, the result of previous acts which
have so affected testator as to deprive him of
his free agency on the day of the execution of the
will. This brings us to the question of events
prior to January 4th, 1939."
V. THERE WAS A PRIMA F ACIE SHOWING
OF A LACK OF TESTAMENTARY CAPA CITY.
1

In the opinion of Dr. Henrie Mrs. Holten was a
chronic paranoid personality, bordering at times on a
paranoid reaction (R. 16-±). Paranoid reaction is a psycotic state. Chronic paranoid personality is a personality disorder. In the psychotic state the individual is
characterized by "delusions" of persecution or grandiosity, and if you question the delusions then you are
aware that the patient's thinking is not realistic (R. 165).
A chronic paranoid personality is the kind of patient
who will easily have ideas that someone is trying to
hurt her or even try to poison, blackmail or persecute
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her in a variety of ways. The delusions are not permanent, they can come and go. Under stress the paranoid
personality is prone to form a "delusional system."
Under stress such a person can form an actual delusion
reaction where he or she feels perseeuted by a person or
a group of people and will become ''very involved" with
the "persecutory system" (R. 166-167).
Dr. Henrie testified that Mrs. Holten's diary "as
such" would substantiate the chronic paranoid personality. The entries in the diary of April 15, 1959, April 11,
1959 and l\fay G, 1958 were pointed to by the witness as
having '' a flavor of delusional thinking, but from the
diary they would just suggest a borderline" (R. 168),
and that there are many more than the three diary entries just mentioned (R. 177) ; that the paranoid personality as she classified Mrs. Holten can have many arguments with people and then still suverficially like them
and get along pretty well "and yet some minor thing can
occur, and they will be fighting mad again"; that "ambivalence,'' a characteristic of a paranoid, is the mixed
feeling of friendliness and hate (R. 179); that the diary
references to Adele Bird, some of which wen' friendly
and some of which were caustic, are "absolutely classical"
for the paranoid personality (R. 180).
The diary entry of April 15, 1959, followed the surgery performed by Dr. Skidmore, and reads in part:
"'I didn't Hpect such treatment from Skidmore. I hope I never have to go to a doctor's
office again. Everybody is gouging what they
can.'" (R. 169).
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The diary entry of April 11, 1959, refers to the
sister-in-law, the wife of Paul Schramm, and who died
in 1960 and whose funeral in California Mrs. Holten
attended. The entry reads in part:
" 'Red letter and phone call from my phony
sister-in-law - I told her off - asking for money
so she can tour the world without a passport.
Wanted to use my passport. I want people to
leave me alone including relatives - all her
life she has been nasty with me.'" (R. 168).
The diary entry of May 6, 1958, refers, we believe,
to Mr. Atkin and reads:
" 'Adele and I worked on the hedge planting,
and I did the spading and digging. It looks pretty
good. The old man next door, the high priest,
objected to my planting on my soil. How I have
suffered and been persecuted by this old nasty
stinker. VVhy do these mean old buggers have to
livef'' (R. 168).
Dr. Bernson, who met and examined Mrs. Holten
as a patient on September 28, 1960 (R. 210), testified:

"A It was extremely difficult to obtain an
adequate history from Mrs. Holten. Her memory
seemed to be failing. This was one of her com"
plaints, that she couldn't remember well, that
she couldn't think as rapidly as she used to, and
when questioned specifically about her complaints,
she said she was dizzy. She had headaches. I
couldn't elicit from her a definite statement as
to - or even a close approximation as to when
they began or how long they had been or how
severe. The answer I got so frequently was 'I
can't remember.' She spoke extremely slowly and
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hesitantly a1> one who was very far along in years,
would call senility, and this is what - the impression, initial impression I got from talking to
her." (R. 211).
The examination, eoupll·<l with x-ray findings, suggested to the Doctor that there was some sort of a mass,
tumor or hematoma, or blood clot, located in the left
middle part of l\lrn. Holten's brain (R. 213). The suspicions of the Doctor were confirmed by the hospital
records, C-3, ~which cover the brain surgery and the removal of a tumor approximately the size of a baseball,
and from which operation .Mrs. Holten did not recover
(R. 215-216). The opinion of the Doctor was that the
tumor had grown over "many years" - six or seven,
"possibly longer" (R. 217). The tumor, by reason of its
location, would in the opinion of the Doctor "affect more
prominently the patient's memory facilities, which it
did" (R. 217-218).
Dr. Bernson further testified that the tumor being
in the temporal lobe area "produced early symptoms of
memory problems which that area, the function of that
area of the brain subserves" (R. 225), and that Mrs.
Holten's "symptouwlogy extended over much longer
period than someone who had highly malignant tumor.
Highly malignant tumor, usually patient dies in twelve
months from onsPt of earliest symptoms." (R. 226).
l\lrs. Holten recognized hPr forgetfulness. The diary
entry of July 28, 1958, reads:
"My memory is failing
guess."

DIP -

I did nothing I
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The entry of September 11, 1958, is as follows:
"I must have blacked out - no entries."
The diary entries tapered off the early part of 1959 and
terminated with the entry of June 10 of that year.
Toward the last the entry of April 22, 1959, is indicative
of mental impairment.
"Whatever happened is unimportant."
Dr. Henrie's description of the "delusional system"
is borne out by the other facets of the case concerning
which the Doctor was asked no opinion, she having confined herself strictly to the diary and to the last hospital
records. The Court in In Re Hansen's Will (1918), 52
Utah 554, 177 P. 982, defines an insane delusion as
follows:

"'An insane delusion is a belief which has
no basis in reason and which cannot be dispelled
by argument.' "
And comments:
"We do not want to be understood as holding
that the personal habits, the general behavior,
eccentricities, age, physical infirmities, as testified to by contestants' witnesses, were not proper
subjects for investigation in testing the mental
capacity of the testator. These, and many other
matters, are proper subjects of inquiry in this
class of cases."
The conduct of Mrs. Holten toward Mr. Atkin, the
elderly neighbor, and toward Mr. Morris, likewise a
neighbor, whose infant daughter she pursued with a
butcher knife, the caustic comments contained in the
diary with reference to Adele Bird and others of Mrs.
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Uolten's acqaintanceship viewed m the light of the
testimony of Doctors Henrie and Bernson, makes for a
prima facie case for the jury. The concept of an insane
delusion within the definition pointed to in the Harnsen
case, that is, "a lwlief \\·hich has no lm1'5is in reason and
cannot be dis pelh•d hy argument,'' finds support in the
testimony of 1\lrs. llawilton who testified that she could
not dissuade ::\lrs. Holten from the fixation that her
brother, Paul, and his wife had tried to kill her. Mrs.
Hamilton told the jury that Mrs. Holten had a loaded
gun which she would not ht>sitate to use, and that the
Bishop had been made aware of such avowed conduct.
It would he for the jury to say, under proper instructions, whether tlw conduct attributed to Mrs. Holten, her
physical and mental infinuitie1-l including the affect of
the slow growing brain tumor imvaired or destroyed the
testamentary capacity of the testatrix a8 of October 13,
1959, the date of the olographie will. And the jury should
have been permitted to evaluate, in terms of testamentary capacity, the bizarre entrie8 in the diary referring
to the child Buddy and written long after the death of
the unfortunate individual, of which the following are
t>Xamples:
February 15, 1957. ***I dreamed last night
about Buddy and lw was so helpless and sad.
May 12, 1957. 'l'his is Mother's day - and
I am staying at home - I f Pel that my Buddy
may come to SPP mP, and I want him to myself.
It was a quid 1waceful day - and I felt good.
February 15, 1958. f wonder why l hawn't
drParned of my Buddy. Has lw forgotten me?
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February 16, 1958. This is another day I will
pretend to spend with my Buddy. I wonder if
he can come to visit me - so many times I feel
his presence.
August 23, 1958. I am taking it easy weather is warm, but nights are getting cool.
Tomorrow is my birthday. Paul & Mary sent
cards to me. I hope my Buddy visits me tomorrow.
January 21, 1959. Again Mother's birthday
- I know she is busy watching and caring for
my Buddy. I don't dream of Mother anymore.
She must be busy & no doubt she figures I am
OK. To relive in remembrance - now that I am
alone is very difficult.
Equally illustrative is the statement made to Mrs.
Hamilton that Adele Bird was attempting to blackmail
Mrs. Holten (R. 199), as are the comments with regard
to having been afflicted by atomic fall-out. See diary
entries of June 7, 1957, and July 18, 1957.
The mind of the testatrix is certainly open to debate
and question with respect to the foregoing. A pattern
is established by the record which accents the delusion
that Margaret had with reference to her brother, the
natural object of her bounty. Mrs. Hamilton attempted
to disabuse Mrs. Holten's mind when the latter stated
that the brother and his wife had tried to kill her when
the swing in which she was sitting gave way and she
fell (R. 197). One of the reasons assigned for the dislike
of the brother was the delusion that he would have nothing to do with the care of Buddy (R. 200), while the
fact of the matter was that Paul Schramm did what he
1
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could to have Buddy plaeed rn an im;titution ( R. 95).
Page on Wills, Yolu11H· 1, Howe-Parker Revision, Section l~.:15, statPs m part the following:
"Anotht•r eo111111on forrn of delusion exists
where the testator wrongly lielieves that those
who would naturally be the objects of his bounty
are hostik· to him. If this belief is not based on
evidence and is not removable by evidence it
amounts to an insane delusion; while if founded
upon evidenee, though slight and inconclusive,
it is not an insane delusion.
Another forrn of insane delusion is a dislike
for natural objects of testator's bounty, or repulsion for them, often based on an erroneous
belief that such persons have been guilty of misconduct. If this belief is not based on t•vidence
and cannot bP rernoved by evidence, it may
amount to an insane delusion."
Of particular significance is the expression "l have
no living heirs." 'l'he persistency of the delusion is in
direct conflict with the fact that .Mrs. Holten knew that
Paul Schramm was her brother and she so recognized
him as such; that her mother and father were dead; that
Buddy wat> decPased and that the husband was presumed
dead. The express belief that there werP no living heirs
could properly have been considen•d by the jur)- as an
insane delusion sufficient in light of the many other
abnonnalties of mind and body to have vitiatPd thP will.
lt directly affects tPstamentary capaeity. Page, supra,
at Section 12.-l8, states tlw following:
"A delusion which induces testator to make
his will, but which does not affect thP proYisions
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of such will, does not render it invalid. The delusion must do more than merely induce the making of the will, it must also influence the nature
of the disposition the testator makes of his property, as where it causes testator to disinherit all
those who would be the natural objects of hi:o
bounty were he not under the delusion.
If the insane delusion affects the memory and
understanding of the person who suffers therefrom as to the nature and extent of his estate,
the proper objects of his bounty and the nature
of the testamentary act, such person has not capacity in law to make a will."
CONCLUSION
Mr. Snyder, the attorney scrivener of the will dated
February 18, 1959, was sufficiently impressed with the
statement "I have no living heirs," which he attributes
to Mrs. Holten (R. 139), to incorporate the same into
the will. He knew the fact to be to the contrary. If he
did not suspect an insane delusion on that score, was he
merely humoring his client or did he feel that to challenge her statement might result in a loss of the gift
to the Church and its subsidiary~ '11 he attorney in his
fiduciary relationship did not challenge the statement.
By not doing so he accentuated the presumption of undue
influence.
The expression is the same in the olographic will of
October 13, 1959, considerably closer to the time when
Dr. Bernson discovered the crippling evidence of the
massive brain tumor, sufficient in and of itself to impair
the memory of the patient over prior years. 'T'his might
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prn1wrly haw IH•(•Jl <'.onsid(•rPd by the jury singly or m
(·onnPdion with all the other Pvid(·nc·t' in the ca:::ie.
The cunfi(kntial rdatiomil1ip bdween the frstatrix
and BisllO!J Bw·luwr n·quired further (•xplanation in
order to dissipab" tlH' fll'(•sn111ption of undue influence.
Xo dfort was rnadP to Pxplai11 thP bh·ssing administered
by the Bishop at tlH· ho111(' of th<' testatrix a short time
hPforP th<· first will, or to (•xplai11 tlw implication of the
statPlllPnt that Bishop Bw,lm(•r admits making that Mrs.
II olten might "gPt sorn<' hen di t" from leaving her prop(' rt~- to th<' Uern•alogi('a} ScwiPty, particularly in light
of Dr. Hl•1uie's kstimony to tlw dfret that ~lrs. Holten
,,·as su::;cPptihh• to religious influenc<>.
The record, without th<· n•quisite disdmmre by those
responsihlP for tlw ]H'<'!Jarntion of th!:' will, leaves the
Church, th<· C'hiPf IH'llPfi('iary, in the position of having
inducPd tlw l(•gaey through a subtle artfulness that 111
Re Sica 11 condP11rns and a C'ourt of <'<!uity abhors. The
Church functioned through its Bishop and its attorney.
All that ('quity n·quin•s is a eomplett• and fair disclosure>
suffieiPnt to ;,;atisfy tlH· minds of rea:,.;onable men.
ThP paranoid ]H"rsonality, the complPtc• lack of und<~rtsanding as to thP natmal obj<·d of her bounty, the
thought L'xpress('d that leaving her property to the
Chureh would n•sult in the Clrnrd1 taking can' of h('r,
the ove1t eondutt of Bishop Hm1,ell in inquiring about
a will both lwforp and i111111Pdiately aftpr the funeral,
the couuuenb at tlH· funeral liy Mrs. Parkin:,.;on, thf,
fon11PI' Pn·~idt•nt of th<' HPlid Nc)('idy, thP l>i11aiTc eon-
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duct of the testatrix toward her neighbors, are among
the many other facets of the case including the mirrored
reflection of her mind as we glean it from her diary, all
combine to the inescapable conclusion that there was
much both by way of testamentary capacity and undue
influence to be left to the trier of the fact and that the
trial court could not properly take the case from the
Jury.
The judgment appealed from should be reversed
and the will dated October 13, 1959, denied probate.
Respectfully submitted,
GUSTIN, RICHARDS & MA:TITSSON
Attorneys for Appellant

